
Year 2 Home Learning 

Week commencing 27th April 2020 

 

Hello!  

I hope this note finds you all well. Thank you so much to those of you who have been in 
touch showing me what you’ve been getting up to – your news and photos are really 
brightening up my lockdown! I continue to be amazed by my super duper Year 2 class and 
still feel like an extremely lucky teacher, even if I can’t be with you in the classroom. 

This term our topic focus would have been countries and continents so, with this in mind, 
I’m going to ask you to do something slightly different for your English work over the next 
few weeks. We’ll start this week by finding out about the four countries that make up the 
United Kingdom (UK) before we move on to have a look at the countries and continents that 
make up the rest of the world.  

As ever, these are suggestions for home learning and not hard and fast rules. I know that 
lots of you have your own projects underway and that’s great. Keep up all of your amazing 
work!  

Best wishes and thank you for your continued support. 

Jessica Harwood 

 

English 

Your task this week is to do some research on England, Scotland, Wales 
and Northern Ireland, the four countries that make up the United Kingdom. 
I’ve included a separate list of web links to support learning. 

Start by having a look at a map of the UK and identify each different country and its capital 
city. If you’re able to, you could print off the map template and colour each country a 
different colour then mark the capital city in the correct place. Virtual house points for those 
who manage to find out what the difference is between the UK and Great Britain!  

Next, try and find answers to the following questions for each of the four countries and 
make a note of your answers. 

 What is the symbol for this country? (e.g. England = rose, Scotland = thistle etc.) 
 Who is the patron saint of this country? For an extra challenge you could read the 

story of why they became a saint. 
 When is their saint’s day celebrated? 
 What does the flag for this country look like? (Not the Union flag!) Draw a picture. 
 Does this country have a national animal? You might see a picture of this animal on 

the country’s football or rugby kit. 



 Can you mark any other important cities on your map? Where is Birmingham? 
Manchester? Glasgow? Inverness? Swansea? Aberystwyth? Derry? Armagh? 

Finally, have a look at the Country Research Questions and answer one (or more) for 
England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. Try a different question for each country 
and write your answer down. 

 

Maths 

A bit more measurement this week, looking at capacity and volume in millilitres 
(ml) and litres (l) then temperature in degrees Celsius (°C.) 

Task 1 – Have a look through the Capacity Slides. (I have included these as 
both a Power Point document which includes interactive elements and as a PDF 
in just in case your device doesn’t support slideshow presentations.)  

Two things that children should focus on are  

(a) estimating the capacity of different containers to help them understand when it is 
appropriate to use litres and when to use millilitres, and  

(b) reading an amount where not every number is written on the scale and not every dash 
represents 1 (e.g. using a measuring jug that has 5 divisions between 0 and 100ml and 
understanding that each line represents 20ml.) 

These slides have lots of pictures to practise reading scales on measuring jugs but this would 
be great to do as a practical activity if you have a measuring jug at home. Adding a little 
food colouring to water would help to distinguish the liquid level too, making it easier to 
read. 

Task 2 – Practise reading scales by completing one or more of the Measuring Jugs 
Activity Sheets, from one star (basic) to three stars (more complicated.)  

Task 3 – Have a go at the Volume Activity Sheet. It’s worth highlighting that some of 
these scales are measured in millilitres and some in litres. For an extra challenge you could 
try and work out how many millilitres are in those containers measured in litres, 
remembering that there are 1000ml in 1l (e.g. 2 ½ litres of lemonade is the same as 
2500ml.) 

Task 4 – Begin learning about temperature by introducing negative 
numbers. A good way for children to learn how to use a thermometer is to 
think about is as a number line going from bottom to top instead of left to 
right and this game at NRICH is a good way to get started. 
https://nrich.maths.org/5898  

Next look through the Temperature Slides (as a Power Point or PDF) and 
practise reading the scale on a thermometer. 



Task 5 – Today, use the interactive thermometer at 
https://www.mathsisfun.com/measure/thermometer.html to practise reading positive and 
negative temperatures and see what the numbers relate to in real life. You can even use this 
to help you to complete p.22 of Busy Ants Activity book 2C. (Using the arrow keys on a 
keyboard will enable you to move the thermometer reading up or down one degree at a 
time which might be helpful when calculating the problems.) 

 

Spelling 

This week’s focus is the /sh/ sound spelled sh or ch, for example in the 
words ‘sheep’ or ‘chef’. 

Task 1 – Sound sheet 

If you’ve been doing these for the past few weeks I’m sure you’re getting used to them by 
now! Children sound out the word list, ticking those that they know the meaning of and 
circling those that they don’t understand. This sheet includes some bonkers vocabulary so 
why not challenge yourselves to see who can slip any of the words into conversation today? 
Children then write a sentence (or more) using any of the words in the list, checking for 
correct punctuation. 

Task 2 – Reading text 

Read through the text and identify all the words with this week’s spelling in. Because of the 
wide vocabulary here it will be useful to ask the children some questions about the text to 
check their understanding. 

Task 3 – Picture prompt 

Use the picture and the word list to write a sentence (or more) related to the text from task 
2. 

 

 


